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INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space and let I’, W be real separable reflexive 
Banach spaces with V C W C H. Let V be dense in Wand H, and let the natural 
injections from V into Wand from W into H be continuous. We identify H with 
its dual H*; that is, we assume V C WC H C W* C V*. 
In this paper we discuss the behavior of solutions of the evolution equations 
and 
u”(t) + Bu’(t) + Au(t) =f(t) (4 
Bu’(t) + Au = f(t), Q-J) 
where A is the Frechet derivative of a continuous convex functional &(u) on V, 
and B is a bounded operator from W to IV*. 
Throughout the paper we make the following assumptions. 
do II u II”,0 < (& 4 and do II u 119 G FA(u) G 4(llu II,“1 + II ZJ IlypI) WJ 
for u E I’, where di and pi (i = 0, 1) are some positive constants with 2 < p, < 
PO G.2 GPo2. 
do II u II’%< (But 4 and II Bu II w* G 4(llu II w + II u ll$-‘> 
for u E W, where y. is a positive constant with 2 < ro. 
fd;,,(R+; w*> CR+ = P, m)), 
where 
W2) 
W3) 
y = maxPoP - 11, Po/(Po - 1% 
Existence theorems concerning global or bounded solutions of Eqs. (a) and (b) 
have been given by many authors under some appropriate additional conditions 
(see [l, 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, 14, 151, etc.). H owever, the asymptotic properties of the 
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solutions of both problems seem to be little known except for a special case 
p, = 10 = 2 (cf. [13]). 
The object of this paper is to investigate the decay property of the global 
(in fact, bounded) solutions of problems (a) and (b) under the assumption that 
f(t) tends to zero as t - co in an appropriate sense. Our method and result are 
related to those in [7, 81, in which the wave equation with a nonlinear dissipative 
term has been considered. Equation (a) is treated in detail, while we give only a 
brief discussion of Eq. (b), since the latter is treated in a similar and simpler 
manner. In the last section we give some examples to which our result can be 
applied. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We employ the usual notation of functional spaces and give no definitions 
(see, e.g., [51). 
DEFINITION 1. A function u(t) is said to be a solution of problem (a) if 
II EL&@+; V), u’ EL&(R+; H) n L[&(R+; W), u” EL&(R+; I’*) and Eq. (a) 
is satisfied in the space V* for a.e. t E R+. 
DEFINITION 2. A function u(t) is said to be a solution of problem (b) if 
u ELF~&R~; V), U’ EL&(R+; IV) and Eq. (b) is satisfied in the space I’* for 
a.e. t E R+. 
For the existence of such solutions we can refer to the references cited in the 
Introduction. Apart from the existence, we investigate the decay properties of 
solutions. 
Now, let u be a solution of (a). Then, formally, we can obtain for t, , t, > 0 
(note that (au, u’) = (d/dt)F,(u) formally) 
4 II u’(t#, + F&(h)) + If’ W(s), u’(s)) ds 
and 
Jt, .f2 Y-Z ! (f(s), u’(s)) ds + +IIu’(td; + F,Mtd) (1.1) t, 
- (u’(b), u(M) + j-:’ {-(Bu’, 4 f (f(s), u(s))) ds. (1 2) 
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Also, if u is a solution of problem (b), we have formally 
F,&&)) + I*’ (Bu’(s), u’(s)) ds = It’ (f(s), u’(s)) ds + J’A(&)) (1.3) 
h t1 
and 
s,; (Au, 4 ds = I,:’ {-W(s), u(s)) + (f(4 44)) ds- (1.4) 
Throughout the paper we assume (1.1)-(1.4) (cf. [l I]). 
Finally, in this section we state a fundamental lemma concerning a difference 
inequality without proof. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let $(t) be a bounded nonnegative function on Rf satisfying 
sup &y+” < ql(+(t) - #(t + 1)) + k(t) (l-5) 
sc[t,t+l] 
for t E R+, where 01 > 0, K,, is a positive constant and k(t) is a nonnegative function. 
Then we have: 
G) If lb., k(t) = 0, then lim,,, b(t) = 0; 
(ii) If OL > 0 and k(t) < k,t-1-e for some k, > 0 and 8 with 0 > l/or, 
then+(t) < cot-l/“, t > 0; 
(iii) ;f OL = 0 and k(t) < k,e-%t for some k,, , k, > 0, then we have 
C(t) < cle-V, t > 0; here and henceforth ci (i = 1, 2,...) denote constants depending 
on other known constants. 
For a proof of Lemma 1.1 see [8] (see also [7], where the case k(t) = 0 is 
proved). 
2. EQUATION (a) 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u(t) be a solution of problem (a) satisfying (l.l)-(1.2). Then 
we have: 
(i) If 8(t) = (St”’ I] f(s)&,* ds)ll? -+ 0 as t -+ 0, then lim,,, 11 u’(t)lL = 
lim,,, )I u(t)ll, = 0, and, as a consequence, lim,,, s:” (Bu’, u’) ds = 0; 
(ii) if 01 = (p,” - p,) r,,/p,,p, - 1 > 0 and s(t) < k,t-n with 7, 
yyo min ( 1 PO2 - Pl - r0 - 1 ‘Pl(P0 - 1) 1 >(po2 -pl~~-popl ( ) = A ’ 
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then we haae 
E(u(t)) = 6 I/ u’(t)l/fJ + F,4(u(t)) < c,t-1’” 
and 
.t+1 
J 
(Bu’, u’) ds 5; c4t+“; 
t 
and, &ally. 
111) 
thew (“’ 
if a = 0, i.e., p, = p, = r. = 2 and 8(t) < k,e-“lf for somt k, , k, > 0, 
E(u(t)) i- Jtt+l (Bu’, u’) ds s: cp. 
Proof. 
We derive a difference inequality with respect to the energy E(u(~)). 
First, by (1.1) we have, for t > 0, 
s,I-’ (h’(s), u’(s)) ds = E@(t)) - E(u(t + 1)) + s,‘+’ (f(s), U’(S)) ds, 
and hence by (H,), 
s t fL1 ;I u’(s)ll; ds < c, 1”’ 11 u’(s)ll; ds 
< c,&u(t)) - E(u(t + 1)) + s(t),%-l)> (2.1) 
= D(t)%. 
Therefore we can choose two points t, E [t,  + $1 and t, E [t f 2, t + l] 
such that 
11 u’(ti)jlH < 41”o D(t), i= 1,2. P-2) 
Equality (1.2) together with (2.1) and (2.2) implies 
4 [” ‘I 4#~ ds < W’ + 12.4~~~0 D(t) ,,pyll 11 U(S)II, 
1 
+ St2 (II Ws)llw- II Ww + IifWv II Wlw> ds 
h 
G C,{W2 + P(t) + W’o-‘> ,,yyl] II ~(mv 
+ S(t)pJc=o-l)} + (d,/2) 1:” II ~(41: ds, 
(2.3) 
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and hence 
I 
t2 
fl 
II WI: ds d dW + V’(t) + W-) Seoul, II W, 
+ w POW-~)} 3 Q(t). 
By (2.1) and (2.3) we see that there exists a point t* E [tl , t2] such that 
II u’(t*)ll; + II @*>ll~ d 2(Q(t) + WY’) 
and hence 
wt*>> = B II u’(t*)ll; + ~‘&(t*N 
< 48(t) + Q(t)‘l’“o + Q(t)*Jpo) 
Estimate (2.4) together with (1.1) and (2.1) implies 
s~~,~~ll E(u(s)) ~ E(u(t*)) + jtt+l (Bu’, u’) ds 
+ St*+’ I(f(4, +))I ds 
< clz{Q(t) + Q(t)*l’“o + Q(V’J*~ + D(t)” 
+ D(ty0 + s(tyo’(~o-l)}, 
recalling the definition of Q(t) and using Young’s inequality, 
< Cl3fD(t)2 + D(t)‘0 + qtp’(-) + i 8(t)“‘-’ 
i.4 
+ D(t) 
P&o-l) + D(t)“&,,-1)/(3)0-l) 
+ c (D(t)2p,~po + D(t)*o*‘~(*:-*,) + D(t)'0*'(~0-~)~(*~-*d)} 
id.2 
+ s ,$~fll WsN. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(Here we have used the hypothesis PO2 > p2 > pi .) 
From (2.5) we know first that E(u(t)) is bounded on Rf. Indeed, if E(u(t)) < 
E(u(t + l)), we have 0 < D(t) < 8(t) 1 ’ (70-1) < K < +oo and it follows easily 
that 
which gives 
Jqu(t + 1)) < c(K) < +a, 
@(t)) d max(s$;T, -W(4), c(K)) G +m for t > 0. (2.6) 
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Using this boundedness of E(zl(t)), we obtain from (2.5) 
r$l~~ll E@(s)) < C14(D(tpPk (pc-DJ + S(t)“). 
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(2.7) 
Here we have used the fact 
i 
2PI 2P2 PO min 2, r. , _ - Po(ro - 1) POP1 
PO ’ Pn ‘PO ’ A-1 ~ ’ PO2 - PI 
x POPl(YO - 1) PoP,(Yo - 1) 
i 
_ POP1 
PO” - Pl ’ PO2 - Pz 
. 
PO2 - Pl 
Now, recalling the definition of D(t), we have from (2.7) 
POP2 
ST2 ’ 
that is, 
,$yl] W4) lfu < +W(t)) - E(u(t + 1)) + We+, (2.8) 
where 4 = y. mW/(y, - I), (P,” - pl)/pl(po - 1)). 
Applying Lemma 1.1 with d(t) = E(u(t)), h(t) = ci, 8(t)e1 to inequality (2.8) 
yields Theorem 2.1 immediately. QED. 
3. EQUATION (b) 
In this section we state a result for Eq. (b) similar to that in the previous 
section. 
Combining (1.3) and (1.4), we can obtain, in a manner similar to and simpler 
than that in Section 2, 
,g-& F.&(S)) lfa < c,,{E(u(t)) - E(u(t + 1)) + S(t)s+ (3.1) 
for t >, 0. 
Thus, from (3.1) and Lemma 1.1 we can conclude the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u(t) be a solution of the Eq. (b) satisfying (1.3)-( 1.4). 
Then the assertions of Theorem 2.1 are valid with E(u(t)) replaced by F.q(u(t)). 
409/60/2-I 7 
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4. SOME EXAMPLES 
For illustration we give typical examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the problem 
a2 - j~l~(/~u~p-2~u)-A~u=f(s,t) at2 u-c axi 
with the boundary condition 
on Q x R+, p >, 2, (4.1) 
where Q is a bounded domain in the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn and 
X? is its boundary. 
If we take 
H = L2(Q), w = W,*‘(Q), v = w,qa>, 
Bu = -Au, 
we see easily that our hypotheses (H,) and (H,) are satisfied with p, = pr = 
p2 = p and us = 2. In the case n = 1, this equation has been treated by Greenberg 
et al., [4], Caughy and Ellison [2], and others. For general 11, the existence of 
global solution has been proved by Tsutsumi [14] (see also [9]). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equation 
a I I 5-2 a atU at i-1 IA. - c axi n L(I+Ip-2+) 
+ 44 I * 1% = f(x, 4, P 2 2, 
on J2 x Rf with u /so = 0, where c(x) is a nonnegative bounded function. 
WeassumeO<or<pn/(n-p)ifn>pandO<a<+coifl<n<p. 
Then by the Sobolev’s lemma it is easily seen that Hypotheses (H,) and (H,) 
are satisfied with 
H = L2(L?), w = Lysz) (Y. 3 2), I/ = W(y(Q), 
PO = Pl = P, p, =cd+2. 
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Of course we take here 
For the existence of a global solution of special cases of the above equations, 
see [5, 12, 151, etc. 
In many important problems, solution u can be obtained as limit or limit” 
functions of approximate solutions (Lim(t)) which satisly (1. I)-( 1.2) or (1.3)- 
(1.4). Thus, our results remain valid for such solutions even if (1. I)-( 1.4) fail. 
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